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Abstract The potential of a theory based on organizational memes in coevolution
with the environment has been postulated, but remains empirically under-developed.
This study explores whether understanding organizational memetic variation is empirically possible and, if so, whether it might, with further development, provide managers
with early indications of a misalignment between organizational action (operationalized as memetic variation) and strategic intent—the amount of memetic variation
needed to stay aligned with the competitive environment. A method for empirically
identifying knowledge-based memes in everyday practice is developed. It stems from
modern advances in genetics allowing micro-level changes in genes to be linked to
macro-environmental dynamics. Using the concept that memetic variation is caused by
everyday, uncontrollable uncertainties of interpretation, memetic variation is reduced
to seven categorical types. A highly exploratory quasi-experimental design allows
a preliminary comparison of a would-be innovative ‘Portfolio Management Committee’ with self-organizing Internet chat-room settings that are representational of
open-source innovation. Results are consistent with predictions showing that higher
levels of variation are seen in the latter, despite the former’s strategic intent of innovating to stay aligned with a dynamic environment. Further work is needed, however,
to test reliability and validity.
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1 Introduction
Using the basic ideas of variation, selection, and retention, Darwin’s evolutionary
theory explained the diversification and survival of biological species. Advances in
genetics, however, now allow researchers to link micro-level work on DNA, genes, and
chromosomes to macro-level species evolution (International HapMap Consortium
2005). It is now generally accepted in biology that linking macro to micro analyses is
what counts to create a more comprehensive theory of biological change.
Analogously, evolutionary theory has become pervasive in organization and management studies, aiming to explain the differentiation, survival, and growth of
organizational populations (Aldrich and Ruef 2006). But in contrast to biology, organizational evolutionists are still adhering to Darwinian-analogous macro theory and have
yet to link micro to macro. The trend towards the kind of empiricism that combines
micro and macro evolutionary analyses into a single comprehensive perspective is
not generally evident in organizational evolutionary analyses (McKelvey 1997; Lewin
and Volberda 2003). Breaking new ground, however, Weeks and Galunic (2003) take
an important first step in applying memetic theory to organizations—the theoretical
emphasis on the importance of the ‘selfish gene’ in biology appears in their organizational application of the ‘selfish meme’ idea (Dawkins 1976). Significant problems
remain, nonetheless. First, there is no meme-based empirical research of consequence.
Second, as a result of genetic research, the most important empirical discoveries in
biology are coming from the investigation of variation as much, if not more, than
from the study of selection (Hinds et al. 2005; Myers et al. 2005). From this memetic
perspective, organizations host populations of memes, variations among which affect
evolutionary adaptation to changing environmental and/or competitive circumstances.
Third, the focus on micro variation is surely as important as in organizational
than biological research because the rate of change is faster in organizations (except,
perhaps, for viruses and bacteria (Marra et al. 2003). It is ironic, if not dysfunctional,
that the organizational gene equivalent was initially chosen as the ‘routine’ because
it changed slowly (Nelson and Winter 1982; Augier and Winter 2005). Based on
Shepherd’s dissertation (2002), the research reported here develops the first empirical
analysis of variation in organizational memes. It is one of only three empirical studies
specifically designed for relevance to formal organizations (the others being Lord and
Price 2001; Vos and Kelleher 2001). Voelpel et al. (2005) develop a framework for
analyzing innovation memes with empirical potential. It looks at how memes might
become more or less shaped to align with organizational strategy.
Most memetic discourse is theoretical. In contrast, we present research that is
emphatically empirical. We develop a method of identifying memes and how they
vary in organizations. In a very preliminary manner, we use the method to assess
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whether it might be useful. Our work uncompromisingly follows well-known methods for achieving reliability and validity in micro-behavioral and text-based research.
Reliability is assured by the use of an independent second coder and multiple settings.
Validity is assured by using the quasi-experimental method (Campbell and Stanley
1963). Ours is the first empirical study of how memetic variation connects micro to
macro evolution in a way analogous to modern genetics. Though we cannot stipulate
its immediate managerial applicability, it does pave the way for justifying the worth
of further more extensive work.
Our paper starts with basic theory: Memetic theory is introduced in Sect. 2, and
a summarized account of the potential of a meme-based cultural theory of the firm
is given, with emphasis on empirical challenges. Within this section, the issue of the
importance of fast-paced variation and studying variation in addition to selection is discussed. We discuss a variety of empirical challenges in our Methods section (Sect. 3).
The Results, in Sect. 4, show the possible meaning of the patterns of variation creation
evident in the data. Finally, in Sect. 5, we discuss our contribution, limitations, and the
future of memetic theory in organization science.
2 Memetic theory applied to management
In this section we present basic memetic theory for use in organizations. We argue the
futility of depending on selection processes if variation does not exist, using Intel as a
telling example. The section finishes with some key questions on memetics that drive
us forward. Within the Method section, we then develop a way of identifying memes
and categorizing them to understand organizational memetic variation. The method is
applied to two settings producing a Results section to investigate its practicality and
whether it should be rejected outright given various difficulties in its execution.
2.1 Basic memetic theory
Many authors have introduced macro evolutionary theory into the study of social
systems or organizations (Campbell 1960; Aldrich 1979; McKelvey 1982; Nelson
and Winter 1982). There are also a few others who have applied the ‘selfish gene’
micro evolutionary approach to cultural evolution (Heyes and Plotkin 1989; Gabora
1997; Speel 1999; Blute 2005) and organizations (Shepherd 2002). Weeks and Galunic
(2003) draw from Dawkins ‘selfish gene’ and ‘meme’ extension (Dawkins 1976, 1982)
to propose that a memetic cultural theory of the firm that is particularly able to accommodate the reality that not all of what a firm does is to its advantage. They argue that
their ‘cultural theory of the firm’ is better able to account for the joint interests of both
the firm and its employee-members than are either transaction-cost theories of the firm
(Williamson 1975) or more recent knowledge-based ones (Kogut and Zander 1992;
Boisot 1998). These latter theories assume that firms exist because they are efficient,
respectively, at transacting and/or applying knowledge.
For neoclassical economists, only ‘rational’ firms survive (Friedman 1953). Spencer
(1987) emphasized ‘survival of the fittest’. Lewontin (1978) emphasized a more accurate phrase, ‘survival of the tolerably fit’. In reality, to survive, a firm only needs to
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be fitter—more rational—than its competitors. To improve its collective rationality,
a firm needs to know where its rationality-producing micro processes have broken
down. A memetic theory of the firm highlights the likelihood that the intentions of all
employees may not add up to something maximizing value, because such intentions
are not controllable at an everyday level; yet the ‘everyday’ transactions are what make
up the whole. Memetic analysis can help locate where the breakdown occurs.
Weeks and Galunic (2003) define memes as modes of thought. This is incorrect
and empirically problematic. Dawkins (1976), defines memes as the unit of cultural
evolution—they ‘… propagate themselves in the meme pool by leaping from brain to
brain via a process which … can be called imitation’ (p. 192, our emphasis). Durham,
cited in Gabora (1997), defines a meme as ‘any kind, amount, and configuration of
information in culture that shows both variation and coherent transmission’—just as
a gene is a configuration of information in organic life that shows both variation and
coherent transmission from body to body (Sect. 2.1). ‘Imitation’ is a key component
of the definition (Blackmore 1998).
We follow Durham (1991) and Dennett (2006) in defining memes as independent
knowledge-based units of meaning that can be (socially) exchanged—transmitted—
with more or less accurate transfer with or without alteration of meaning. We agree
with Boisot and Li (2006) that the more organization-oriented sector of economics
needs to look to biology for its models.
Our definition of memes is not acceptable to all, just as biologists also are not totally
consistent in their definition of genes (Fox and Harel 2007). Our premise in this paper
is that empirical work with meme definitions such as ours will, nevertheless, help to
make our definition more robust and will move the current rather stale debate forward
in what might prove to be a useful approach in the future.
2.2 Variation before selection & rapid variation
Central to evolutionary memetics is the notion that evolution is blind variation with
selective retention (Campbell 1960). It is the micro gene or meme that varies and benefits from being retained (Dawkins 1976). The self-organizing power of the system, so
uncontrollable by any single element of it, is what makes it sustainable. Memes vary
toward positive or negative adaptive advantage via mutation or by creative recombination (akin to crossover of different combinations of the double helix DNA base-pairs
via mating in biology) (Blackmore 2000). To use Dennett’s terminology, genetic variation is created via mutation through physical miscopying (‘typos’) and memetic
variation through semantic miscopying (‘thinkos’) (Dennett 2006).1 Both produce
differences in how the gene/meme relates to its organism/organization.
Memes, like genes, vary and are selectively retained. People do not have full control
over how their memes vary, and hence what new knowledge they create, change, and
transmit, nor which of these transmitted memes are retained in whose mind. Memes
differ from genes in that they vary relatively quickly during social interaction. Burg1 Actual changes in a gene are by mutation. Crossover via mating changes combinations of genes in a

particular offspring; individual genes remain unchanged.
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elman’s studies of Intel (1983, 1991, 2002) show the explanatory power of linking
micro and macro analyses to understand organizational dynamics over time in changing environments. Early on, Intel’s sustainability was at risk because internal selection
pressures failed to mirror rapidly changing external selection pressures. Later, as its
competitive environment came to change even more rapidly, Intel’s struggle became
even more problematic. More recently firms are giving up trying to adapt their own
internal selection pressures to the changing external environment; instead, they are
exposing variation in the form of innovative products and services directly to external pressures in what has become known as open source innovation (Business Week
2006a). Since selection can operate only if variation is created, organizations are now
developing broader, often virtual, networks that create innovation through more variation (Business Week 2006b).
Burgelman’s (1991, 2002) internal ecology model takes a dynamic view of strategizing generated in high-tech Intel. Strategic initiatives in firms emerge in patterned
ways. Variation occurs as individuals (re)interpret these initiatives. Whatever variation is produced is subject to both internal and external selection pressures. There are
times and contexts when variation needs to be encouraged and selected for (e.g., when
the environment is rich with opportunity and uncertainty) and times when it should
be avoided and selected against (e.g., when the environment is unchanging or a topdown strategy needs to be rapidly implemented during a crisis) (Burgelman 2002).
He sees managing variation, production and selective-retention pressures as enabling
managers to align deliberate strategic intent with organizational action. Equally, the
idea that organizations coevolve with their environment—with the result that neither are unchanging—is empirically under-investigated (McKelvey 1997; Lewin and
Volberda 2003). Others have explored how variation production alters according to the
task at hand—for example, the reinterpretation of policies written to deal with risky
circumstances involving employee safety is unwise (Rosness 2004)—whereas idea
brokers who bridge functional and meaning silos to create new knowledge produce
constructive variation (Burt 2005) relevant to high-velocity environments (Brown and
Eisenhardt 1997). Similarly, internal organizational variation is productive when a
new entrant destabilizes the niche, thereby changing industry rules and boundaries
(Sampler 1998).
Our empirical memetic research differs from Burgelman’s in six ways, however,
because of our emphasis on the blind variation-selection-retention process unfolding at a micro level (Campbell 1960); our research makes fewer assumptions about
intentionality. Furthermore, our research:
1.

2.

Emphasizes the interpretive dynamics by which variation is created, whereas
Burgelman’s work emphasizes the selection pressures acting after variation has
been created. The selection-retention process can only act on what variation is
actually present. If there is not enough, the selection pressures become irrelevant.
This makes the process of variation production crucial.
Studies a shorter time frame of minutes and hours, whereas Burgelman’s work
takes place over a longer time frame of years and epochs of CEOs. Working with
a shorter time-frame increases the potential utility of the variation concept, as the
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earlier that insufficient variety creation can be discovered the more reactive, and
perhaps even proactive, a company can be to changes in the environment.
Includes all variations—intentional or unplanned—by individuals at all levels,
not just intentional variation by top-level managers aimed at strategic initiatives
or intentional variation by middle managers aimed at lower-level different strategic initiatives, for the reason that all variation contributes to the overall rate of
variation creation relative to efficacious adaptation.
Presumes that the nature of intentionality within an organization cannot be assumed. There may or may not be an overall intentionality throughout the organization aimed at the macro strategic-intent level. There may or may not be, at a
micro-level, coherence supporting a particular macro-level intentionality.
Assumes that whereas the micro everyday production of variation is not manageable, it is possible to discern variation patterns as or after they have occurred
and then decide whether these emergent ‘weeds’ (Mintzberg and McHugh 1985)
support top-level objectives.
Provides sufficient data for patterns in variation creation to be identified with
confidence, even though the time period over which data collection takes place
is short.
Memetically the driving questions for us are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is a meme? This despite the various definitions above. Memes ought to be
‘analytically divisible’ (Weeks and Galunic 2003, p. 1322) but what this might
mean in practice is another matter. How can a concept as abstract and subjective
as a ‘configuration of information’ be identified in real data?
How can such data be analyzed to reveal different variation-creation dynamics
preceding the effect of different selection-retention forces? Given that the former
is the focus of this research—can a way of working empirically with the microlevel process that produces memetic evolution be developed that distinguishes the
different types of ‘thinkos’ representative of alterations and/or the creative results
of recombination and which, then, determine the rates and types of variation?
What is the basis of reliability, validity, and confidence in results? How many
memes need to be identified and analyzed, and with what level of accuracy, to be
certain that any pattern of variation creation can be considered reliable enough
for insights and managerial implications to be drawn from the research?
How and when do micro events become determinants of macro outcomes?

This paper principally covers the first two of these driving questions, whilst #3 is
explored to some degree, and the remainder to a very limited degree.
2.3 A first empirical test of practicality
In principle, then, a memetic theory of the firm seems useful, but there are difficulties.
Recently, it has fallen on hard times because of definitional ambiguity (Gatherer 1998;
Rose 1998; Lissack 2004). This has made an already daunting empirical challenge even
more illusive. And yet, without empirical inquiry its utility remains unknown. Early
research in genetics, specifically, was typified by:
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Laborious genetic sequencing methods, which have since been largely automated;
Lack of ability to identify genes in absolute terms, which is still very much the
current situation; and
A dream that micro-level research would yield insights, which at long last, has
proven to be the case.

The method we describe below is no different. It is very laborious and far from
automated; it involves field and office work; it requires much operational definition
and tedious coding processes. It is at the beginning, where genetics was before the
double helix was discovered (Watson and Crick 1953).
In light of this, our paper—based on Shepherd’s dissertation (2002)—takes on special meaning because it is one of very few empirical studies of memetics in general,
and only one of three empirical studies of memetic evolution pertaining to organizations—the other two are by Lord and Price (2001) and Vos and Kelleher (2001).
Shepherd’s research is the first and only attempt to date at operationalizing memes
and empirically studying them in a managerial setting. She investigates whether an
understanding of meme dynamics can be developed which, if verified by further work,
might help managers understand the performance implications of the (memetic) culture of their organization. More specifically, this research attempts to make the first
preliminary step in investigating whether a memetic research method might be able
to access and explain levels of organizational variation.
3 Method development
This section details how the research addresses the methodological challenges associated with making the proposed theory work in practice. First, the nature of the data
collected is justified. How memes are identified follows. The analytical step of defining when and how memes vary is described. Then, the validity of the method is put to
a test in an exercise of inter-coder reliability. The empirical memetics developed here
is also compared with progress in genetics as to what aspects of its methods matter
most.
3.1 Data collection
As regards the form of data suitable for the identification of memes, everyday conversations need to be collected verbatim in a context understandable by the researcher.
The former ensures that hindsight is not obscuring the real process of cultural evolution. The latter makes it possible for the researcher to understand the meaning of the
discourse through careful deliberation, thereby avoiding reinterpretation of the data.
There is, however, an intrinsic problem in that the concept of memetic evolution is
reliant on the uncertainties of interpretation—no one can be sure of knowing another
person’s mind perfectly. If this is so, then however familiar the researcher is with the
context in which data collection is taking place, there is the danger of inadvertent reinterpretation of the data when deciding how to divide it into memes, thereby resulting
in researcher thinkos. Highly contrasting settings are chosen to increase the likelihood
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that comparison between them will reveal differences. ‘Contrasting’ in this research
has two dimensions; low/high variation rates and styles of managing that might affect
the variation rates.
3.1.1 Internet variation-control setting
Whereas in most experiments the ‘control group’ is expected to remain unchanged
absent the treatment effect, ‘control’ here is the opposite. We had to find a setting
that would indicate that memetic analysis would, indeed, show variation if it existed.
Without this we have no means of checking whether ‘no variation’ in the experimental context—the firm—is because the method does not pick up memetic variation
or whether the firm, in fact, has no innovation, as indicated by its lack of memetic
variation.
Internet chat rooms were chosen as the high variation ‘control’ group. Elements
assuring variation are:
•
•
•

Internet chat room rules, referred to as Netiquette, deter people from repeating the
same material for promotional gain.
Virtuality produces uncertainty and attracts a diverse set of people.
Style of managing is self-organized with no higher authority other than Netiquette
affecting the discussion.

This choice of Internet chat rooms is further justified by organizations with a
focus on innovation beginning to use Intranets and Extranets in the areas of innovation and company-wide strategizing because they produce large amounts of variation. The Internet setting therefore acts as a high variation ‘control’ to the managerial
setting.
Within each setting, data are collected within three mini-cases, allowing for withinsetting comparison as well as between-setting comparison; presuming that the method
can pick up more subtle differences in variation creation. These mini-cases were chosen to ensure the data-set includes contrasts and similarities so as to test the sensitivity
of the method and produce a range of insights.
The Internet-variation control setting is composed of exchanges collected from
three Internet chat rooms, hosted by the same ISP provider. Discussion is self-managed without hierarchy or authority. The subjects of the chat rooms include, first,
‘Mars’—a chat between a few scientists about the failure of a mission to Mars. The
Mars case, therefore, has some similarity to the firm, since both involve a relatively
small group of scientists. The second chat is ‘Religion’—in which religious people and atheists discuss the question of, Why fear God? This is chosen as a direct
contrast to Mars because it involves more people with more diverse views around
a less rational, empirically-based subject. Last is ‘Gun Policy’—a debate between
those pro- and anti-gun policy, chosen because it contains a breach in Netiquette
in that one person repeatedly posts information about a petition, which is against
Netiquette.
The cases generally represent increasing discursive complexity and social construction. Mars has a simple discussion structure involving supposed ‘facts’ within
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a single community of scientists, in that they are discussing the failure of the mission to Mars in terms of the incorrect interpretation of scientific conversion units.
Religion is a debate about what some might deem objective facts, that others deem
subjective; it harbors two distinct communities. Gun Policy contains both objective
and subjective facts within both sides of the debate and, over time, contains an alternative, higher-level debate about the concept of freedom. The cases contain increasingly
complex mixtures of different types of knowledge, types of communities, as well as
interactions between the knowledge and communities. All three contain enough diversity such that the method would be considered a failure if it did not show memetic
variation.
3.1.2 Management-test setting
This is a ‘test’ experiment in that the ‘test’ is whether managers comprising the Portfolio Management Committee in a would-be innovative division of a recently privatized
firm are, in fact, showing the memetic variation required to move in innovative new
directions under what appear to be difficult ‘groupthink’ conditions (Janis 1972). The
division is underperforming by any benchmarking standards ‘measuring’ it against
commercial counterparts. Top management’s impression following internal discussions and management consultant reports was that they were not innovative despite
this being their raison d’etre.
There were six participants in each meeting; this did not vary, except in ‘Off
Agenda’, chosen because of the unscheduled absence of the Managing Director (MD),
and in ‘Project’, where a project leader joins the group. The meeting typically took
place over a single day and followed the same formal format. The six people included
the MD, the Chief Scientific Officer, the Chief Marketing Officer, a representative from
the broader company, the Committee secretary and the Financial Director. Indeed,
because of this fear of a lack of innovation one Committee member was championing a move to a process where new development ideas (new projects) were discussed
at either ‘town meetings’, to which the whole company and selected suppliers and
customers were invited, or if this proved too unmanageable, a move to an intranet
‘innovation jam’ style chat room. Attendees/participants would also be asked their
view on the new process. This proposed change would be in stark contrast to the
current scenario where the Committee alone decided on which development projects
to finance and whether the process should be changed. The champion viewed this
research as helping them decide whether to make this transition, against a background
of a substantial degree of resistance amongst some more established members of the
Committee.
Fisher (1930) stated that: ‘The rate of evolution of a character at any time is proportional to its additive genetic variance at that time’ (quoted in Depew and Weber
1995, p. 251). For the firm to survive in its macro evolutionary niche, it has to acquire
a comparable internal rate of variation. Ashby’s (1956) Law of Requisite Variety also
holds that internal variety has to match external variety. Consequently, to be competitive in its niche (competitive context) the firm should exhibit a high rate of internal
variation.
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Several key elements combine to suggest that the firm’s variation rate is not very
high:
• The style of managing is top-down hierarchical.
• A close-knit team of senior managers works within the very formal Portfolio Management Committee.
• All managers have worked for the company for many years and all have a strong
technological/scientific background.
• There is little heterogeneity in the form of new members on the Committee.
• The company had previously been a government organization.
All the elements of groupthink are present.
The management setting contains three discussions within the Portfolio Management Committee meeting typical of the many other discussions the researcher attended.
Each of these offers a test of whether the managers are able to escape groupthink
and show the memetic variation necessary to move the firm in innovative directions.
‘Project’ captures dialogue between the managers and a project manager as a new idea
is presented in the quest for resources. This is chosen because it involves an exchange
of information between the senior management group and a project manager and is
very much part of the standard committee approach to innovation. The ‘Internal’ case
is a discussion about changing internal processes and routines to boost innovation as
determined by the pre-set agenda. This is chosen because, unlike the first case, it is
by design supposed to be directly innovative. The pressure is to try and create internal
processes more able to promote innovation, as the managers wish to go for an IPO,
but cannot until they are more innovative. The third case, ‘Off Agenda’, captures a
period of time when the most senior manager, the Managing Director unexpectedly
leaves the meeting room. The discussion includes complaints about workload, specifically details of a project not on the agenda but brought into the discussion following
a comment about a large pile of papers on the table in front of a manager pertaining to
this project. This is chosen because it represents a chance to assess whether the MD’s
presence or absence changes the memetic-variation rate in the meeting.
The choice of cases produces some overlap between the settings. The Gun Policy
case contains spam as someone tries to promote their pro-gun views by repeatedly
posting the same exchange, which points people towards a web-site promoting guns
and probably reducing variation creation by simulating the following of an agenda.
Presumably, therefore, one might expect the Gun case to be somewhat similar to the
organizational setting in that spamming in the Gun case reduces variety creation. The
Mars case involves a smaller group of people than the other two chat-rooms and a
closer-knit one in that it is composed of scientists and a scientific journalist, making
it more or less akin to the management setting. Therefore, one might expect the Mars
case to exhibit evolution more like the Portfolio Management Committee if small
group size and subject area has an effect on variation. The Project case involves the
intention of sharing understanding between senior managers and project managers
with a view to dedicating further resource to the project’s development. The Internal
case does explicitly involve thinking of new ideas but does not explicitly embrace
brainstorming rules. The Off Agenda case has no agenda and a slightly differing set
of people (when the MD leaves the room). Further, Internal and Off Agenda might be
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more like the control setting, as in the former case it is intended to promote variation
and the latter case is not constrained by a managerial agenda or the presence of the
most senior manager.
Since we are at the beginning of empirical memetic research, it is worth commenting on some method aspects that might be easily criticized. First, the management
setting is not chosen assuming that it represents all interactions in the organization.
It is chosen knowing that innovation is primarily controlled and reviewed at the Portfolio Management Committee meeting and because the organization is questioning
whether this meeting is effective in its management of innovation. The comparison
is, therefore, between the intentional aims of the meeting under consideration and the
actual behavior as analyzed memetically. Second, whereas at the time, internet chat
rooms were not seen as organizational, they can now be considered as an organizational context given the use of the Internet by organizations for innovation. The most
established case is IBM global innovation jams (Bjelland and Wood 2008). Furthermore, with the advent of mash-ups and pipes (reusing other people’s Internet content
and filtering, refining, and recombining it in novel ways) within the semantic web,
that in time might well become organizational contexts, the social Internet is a context
worthy of study of relevance to organizations.

3.2 Identifying memes
If memes are considered as discrete packages of knowledge (Gabora 1997; Dennett
2006), then they must have stand-alone meaning. They must mean something to the
people amongst whom they are being exchanged. So, a person present within a specific context, or familiar with this context, would understand the meaning of the meme,
whereas any fewer words would carry no meaning. This concept stems from gene identification. One way geneticists identify genes is by removing codons (where codons
have a discrete role in themselves equivalent to words) of what they suspect to be a
gene or fusing different pieces of genes until what they have left no longer expresses
a specific function (Martzen et al. 1999).
The same approach is used here within memetics. What is expressed in a conversation by someone is viewed and words (equivalent to codons) are eliminated. Each
time it is questioned as to whether the semantic value of the expression remains intact.
Another word for meme when defined this way is morpheme, defined as the smallest
linguistic unit that has semantic meaning. Morphemological analysis is used in Japanese and Chinese to segment a given sentence into a row of morphemes. Do the words
still have some stand-alone meaning within the context in which they are expressed?
What is the smallest set of words within a discourse that holds a meaningful statement about the world? It is a matter of minimizing interpretive freedom: (1) ‘Clever’
applies to many things and meanings; (2) More words, like ‘clever at algebra’ narrows
it; (3) still more words broadens it, as in ‘clever at math and other analytical methods’.
Synonyms, because they do share the same meaning, are considered as identical when
identifying memes, unless in the context under study one synonym might be more
likely to be misunderstood than another.
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In sociology, the established equivalent and very similar method is found in content
analysis (Krippendorff 1980). However, while it is a form of content analysis via word
counts, and though it does consider context, it differs because it does not search for
meaning within specific small-word clusters. For example, in memetics the same word
can mean something very different in different contexts. Equally, the phrase, ‘yes I
agree’ has an infinite number of possible meanings according to what the person
agrees with. It is, however, a form of memetic evolution in that no reinterpretation has
taken place between people. Instead, to use Durham’s phrase, ‘coherent transmission’
(quoted in Gabora 1997, Sect. 2.1) has taken place.
Painstaking micro-level research is considered important in genetics as small
changes can create big effects and it is assumed this is the case in memetics. For
example, semantic indexing was rejected as a possible automating tool because it
is not as subtle as the human mind.2 It would have speeded up the method
and in time might become equivalent to the automated ways of identifying genes
now existing.
Identifying memes is not perfect, but then neither is it in genetics despite that field’s
far greater acceptance as a method. In memetics, issues include personal (researcher)
interpretation, Machiavellian contributions where a person says something they do not
mean or people who later, in another context, alter their contribution upon reflection.
Inter-coder reliability testing conducted here (see later section) deals with the former.
The latter two cannot be dealt with perfectly, other than to say that decisions are taken
in the meeting on the basis of the exchanges in the meeting; therefore they are real in
this sense.
Equally there is the issue of how long-lived a meme needs to survive for it to be
a genuine variant. Here we consider any variant, however short lived, as a meme in
that it has the chance, however remote, to become longer-lived by being replicated
by another person. Another definition could be that it needs to last until it can be
implemented to create (or not) organizational value, but this would be a definition
that would prohibit us from achieving our aims of looking at innovative potential.
We strive to demonstrate how memes can be operationalized and how micro and fast
paced variation occurs in organizations.
Table 1 summarizes the main differences between memes and genes. Blackmore
(1998) asserts that memes evolved because they allow for variation within generations
of genetic variation and compete with the faster forms of genetic variation (such as
viruses and bacteria). Their copy-fidelity, therefore, is generally lower and they survive
for less time.
Table 2 highlights what an organizational meme can be, both in general terms using
the PC company Dell, as well as the company studied in this paper, and in terms of
their variation rates in addition to transmission fidelity and fidelity. Thus, routines are
organizational memes that rarely change, but can become unfit if not changed when
2 Suppose people say the following: ‘Your attitude is bad’. ‘Your attitude sucks’. Your attitude is terrible’.

‘Your attitude is dreadful’. ‘Your attitude is awful’. ‘Your attitude stinks’. ‘Your attitude disgusts me’. In a
conversation about specific recent review article people could easily attach the same meaning to the terms
in italics, though the last two begin to take the interpretive tone in a different direction. For this sort of word
usage we think human interpretation is more valid than computer methods.
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Table 1 Gene–meme differences
Characteristic

Memes

Genes

Comment

Structure–knowledge
relationship

Physicality of gene
needs to be expressed
in terms of a
biological function
Generally high

Both have to be
interpreted to discern
functionality

Transmission Fidelity

Semantic meaning has
to be discerned within
context of the
expression of meme
Generally low

Fecundity

Generally low

Generally high

Fitness

Is it copied?

Is it copied?

There would be little
point in memes (i.e.
they would not have
evolved) unless they
varied on average
more than genes. In
gene-meme
co-evolution at its
fastest [e.g., vaccines
and viruses (Burke
1997)], genes and
memes fight to vary
more quickly
Equally, if memes
lasted on average as
long as genes they
would evolve at the
same slow rate as in
biology, which would
confer no
advantageous
evolutionary role on
them
In both cases copying
can have negative
effects on fitness but
on the whole will be
positive when
fecundity is high

needed. Ideas emanating from open source innovation websites harbor most variants,
are unlikely to be transmitted in an unchanged fashion, and survival means they have
been internalized within the organization as a strategic idea and sometimes eventually
as a routine.
Details about the amount of data appear in Table 3, which shows that each exchange
between one person and another within the discourse contains a range of between 1.1
and 2.7 independent and transferable packages of meaning, i.e. memes. In total, some
683 memes within 335 exchanges are analyzed in the Internet-control data-set and
726 memes within 501 exchanges in the management-test data-set. Transcripts of all
of the source data are available; they show the conversion to the memetic data sets of
each case. Transcripts are exact and therefore include emoticons such as ‘ :)’ that have
meaning in the modern day of PCs.
What is and what is not a meme is a vital question. In the following example from
the data collected we see that in the first meme some words could be eliminated (the
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Table 2 Types of organizational meme
Organizational
typology

Dell’s Memes
(from website
12/Dec/07)

Business Unit
containing
the PMC

Routine

How to serve
online orders
written into a
policy document
on an internal
knowledge data
base

The monthly PMC Low variation.
Transmitted with
or the
high fidelity
Stage Gate process
operating within
the committee

Template

The template of
Online order
the minutes of
process as filled
the PMC
in by customer
online on Dell
employee within
call centre

Mission statement ‘Dell’s mission is
or organizational
to be the most
vision
successful
computer
company in the
world at
delivering the
best customer
experience in
markets we
serve’

Cannot be given
verbatim for
confidentiality
but involved
‘becoming
highly
innovative in a
commercial
sense’

Variation/transmission Fecundity/
Fidelity
Fitness

Low variation.
Transmitted
with high
fidelity

Aim would be for
low variation and
high fidelity but
this would need
to be tested and
would not be the
case with a new
mission or vision.
Dell’s mission has
remained
relatively constant
The mission of the
Business Unit
under study
changed just prior
to data collection
and varied
according to
managerial
interpretation

High fecundity.
Fitness good,
unless routine is
not being varied
because
organization is
stuck in a
cultural stasis
whereby need to
change routine
not questioned
High fecundity
Fitness good
unless routine
not being varied
as organization
stuck in a
cultural stasis
whereby the
need to change
template not
questioned
Would want low
fecundity to
bring high
fitness but need
to review
periodically for
either unfit low
transmission
fidelity or signs
that high
variation means
senior
management are
not changing the
mission/vision
as they should

last six), and yet the meaning would stay the same, albeit without as much strength.
Despite this, to state that these six words are a meme in their own right makes no
sense, as they are have no semantic independence. The ‘following meme’ we show
has no sense unless it is viewed in the context and expressed meaning of the preceding
meme.
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Table 2 continued
Organizational
typology

Dell’s Memes
(from website
12/Dec/07)

Business Unit
containing
the PMC

Variation/transmission Fecundity/
Fidelity
Fitness

Unit of knowledge How to fulfil a
on knowledge
routine order or
data base
How to collate
customers’
suggestions
gleaned from a
call centre

Again would
depend both on
whether
knowledge
brought fitness
and whether
organization
was geared
towards fitness
by examining
variants as
potential sources
of fitness

Strategic idea

Would hope that
enough variants
would exist for
some to have
low fecundity
and become new
routines or units
of organizational
knowledge
As per strategic
idea but even
higher number
of variants with
lower fecundity

Idea on an open
source
innovation site

Routine on how to Would depend on
unit of
present a new
knowledge as to
project to the
how variable it
PMC Ideas from
is—whether it is
internal intranet
a piece of static
on how to fulfil a
knowledge or
new customers’
part of a chat
needs
room within the
knowledge data
base where
employees are
commenting on
a suggestion to
change a routine
or policy
To alter the Stage Reasonable variaTo alter the
tion.
Gate Process
ordering process
Transmitted with
and PMC
to serve a new
some fidelity
structure
idea from a
customer (see
open source idea
below)

‘Some of us
would like the
configuration
option of being
able to get a
computer with
no operating
system
installed’. www.
ideastorm.com

Not relevant

Highly variable;
low fidelity;
until taken into
organization to
become a strategic
idea

* Portfolio Management Committee

Table 3 Memes per exchange per case
Mars

Religion

Gun

Project

Internal

Off Agenda

Number of memes

281

158

244

373

255

98

Number of exchanges

103

109

123

260

158

83

Average memes per exchange

2.7

1.4

2

1.4

1.6

1.1

Meme:
Because it seemed to me that they had the conditions wrong, the material wrong …
everything wrong.
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Following meme:
It was terrible.
To use another example from the organizational setting:
Meme 1:
Yes I think it’s important that as David says that some of our key people are being
listened to and they have a chance to … there is some enthusiasm out there to do
something with.
Meme 2:
Obviously we have got to set some boundaries otherwise we will just spend every
single day just talking about ideas and not doing anything but I think it will have an
impact.
Meme 3:
To be honest I do not care if after the first couple it goes stale because in two of those
meetings one idea could come out, one thing could come from one of those things.
It can be argued that in all of these cases, two memes exist within the one coded as
follows:
Meme 1:
Yes I think it’s important that as David says that some of our key people are being
listened to and they have a chance to ….
Meme 2:
… there is some enthusiasm out there to do something with.
Meme 3:
Obviously we have got to set some boundaries otherwise we will just spend every
single day just talking about ideas and not doing anything.
Meme 4:
… but I think it will have an impact.
Meme 5:
To be honest I do not care if after the first couple it goes stale.
Meme 6:
… because in two of those meetings one idea could come out, one thing could come
from one of those things.
It can be argued, however, that in each of the foregoing cases the meaning of the
memes is connected so tightly that their meaning is heavily diluted unless they are
considered as one meme.
So two rules ensue:
1.
2.

Context matters.
Comprehensive meaning matters.

This approach was confirmed when it came to second coding, more details of which
follow. The identification of memes in exact terms does remain an obstacle to reliability.
3.3 Defining when and how memes vary
Having sourced comparative data in a form that can be manipulated into data-sets made
up of consecutive memes, the task of analyzing it faces the researcher. The memetic
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framework (Durham 1991; Blackmore 2000) states that each time a meme is expressed
it can either be ignored or dropped, explicitly retained unchanged, or reinterpreted in
some way, just as a gene might not be retained in the subsequent population, or might
be retained intact, or changed in some way.
Specific inspiration for Shepherd’s analytical method comes from genetics. Genes
can change to the point they no longer function in a way that even remotely resembles the function they had previously. Such mutations occur when the DNA is either
damaged or changed in a way that alters the message carried by that gene. Single
‘point mutations’ can cause the death of a gene because the information it harbors
is lost. Others can cause new messages to be created that enhance the chances of
the gene being retained if it confers advantage. Categories of genetic mutations have
been established. Gene inversions alter the order of genes on a chromosome. Gene
translocations transport genes onto other chromosomes. Gene insertions and deletions
occur. An appropriate analytical approach, therefore, is to determine whether analogous categories can be created that identify the amount of variation lost or created
at each opportunity within memetics. This categorization allows an understanding
of how much variation is created, in what ways, and whether these dynamics are as
intended by the practising managers.
Categories of variation are developed using grounded theory (Glaser 1992) such
that no categories of variation are considered to exist a priori. To generate categories of
variation, each meme is compared with its former meme form to discern what content
has been lost or added in what way. By examining each exchange, the type of variation is categorized, creating a new category if one has not already been created, into
which the exchange under scrutiny easily falls. In the case of no retention, memes are
compared with those that follow to see whether they are lost or retained in any form in
subsequent conversations, giving a measure of the overall diversity of the meme pool.
Given the number of memes and their grounded nature, this exercise involves working
intensely to know the data well, balancing creativity with rigor (Langley 1999). A
repeat exercise will take much less time.
Taken as a whole, the data reveal seven different ways in which variation is (or is
not) created (See Table 4). Examples of each category follow; they represent the range
of settings discussed above. They:
• Involve one meme per exchange (posts in the internet setting or two people talking
in the organizational setting) and are therefore easier to display than exchanges
containing multiple memes;
• Do not reveal anything confidential in the organizational setting; and
• Do not need the context of previous memes to be understood by the reader not
familiar with the context.
The examples show the case from which the memetic data are extracted, which memes
are taken, the meme and the following meme in the discourse. Quoted memes are in
italics. Given word count constraints, for each category only one example is given.
1st Category: In the exchanges categorized as ‘repeats’, memes found in the data are
either exact or very near exact copies of previous memes. The relation between them
is, therefore, one of perfect copying and no variation creation.
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Organizational examples (Internal)
In this case of an exchange categorized as a repeat, the Marketing Director confirms
in the second exchange what the Managing Director states in the first.
Meme:
Because it seemed to me that they had the conditions wrong, the material wrong …
everything wrong.
Following meme:
It was terrible.
Arguably this meme pair is on the verge on being categorized as an emphasis, in that
emotion is present in the second meme that is not in the first. This proves in reality we
have a continuum rather than discrete categories but for the sake of analysis, as in a
Likert scale, categories are used. In contrast in the Gun Policy case repeated posts in
the form of spam represent definitive repeats.
2nd Category: In some cases memes are found in the data that are different from
the previous ones in that they relate to the world in the same way but add more indepth detail about an aspect of the previous meme. Such exchanges are categorized
as ‘emphasis’. The relation between them is one of imperfect copying and variation
creation which provides greater depth of meaning.
Control example (Mars)
Referring to conversion factors:
Meme:
Poundal pound foot. Pound slug foot. Pound snail inch.
Following meme:
Of course we are left with the contradiction that a snail is even more sluggish than
a slug itself.
Here, there is obvious humor in adding a fictitious ‘snail inch’ unit to the real ‘slug
foot’ (yes such a thing does appear to exist), which is then commented on further.
Again arguably this could be coded as an extension but the phrase ‘we are left with’
suggested emphasis would be the better categorization.
3rd Category: In some cases memes found in the data are ‘extensions’ of the previous exchanges in that the content of the previous exchange is added to in a way that
extends it into new terrain rather than simply add detail as in the emphasis category.
The relation between them is, therefore, one of imperfect copying and variation creation which adds breadth rather than adding depth (emphasis).
Organizational examples (Project)
Meme (provided for context):
Do you think Company X might be approachable?
Meme:
Definitely or one of the bigger end users.
Following meme:
You want someone who can distribute it though don’t you. Once you have a demonstrator and once we are sure we can do it and our IP position is robust then we want
to get it to the market as quickly as we can and Company X fits that bill very well I
would have thought.
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Here, in the exchange the knowledge content is extended into new territory talks of the
commercialization of this Intellectual Property. If it had only included the first phrase
about asking about a distribution company, it could have be coded as an emphasis.
4th Category: This category is only found in the organizational data set. The exchange
takes place in the internal case with all three memes being spoken one after the other
by the Scientific Director.
Meme 1:
Yes I think it’s important that as David says that some of our key people are being
listened to and they have a chance to … there is some enthusiasm out there to do
something with.
Meme 2:
Obviously we have got to set some boundaries otherwise we will just spend every
single day just talking about ideas and not doing anything but I think it will have an
impact.
Meme 3:
To be honest I do not care if after the first couple it goes stale because in two of those
meetings one idea could come out, one thing could come from one of those things.
In this exchange, the Scientific Director combines various memes from previous discussions. Specifically he combines:
Meme 1—the notion that ideas need to be fed into the investment process through
innovation meetings, with the role of people’s enthusiasm within that.
Meme 2—the notion that the workload is manageable, with his view that the people
are competent enough to produce new ideas.
Meme 3—the role of the directors (specifically him) in not worrying how long the
new innovation meetings last for, with the role of the project managers in producing
the ideas.
In this case knowledge from previous memes is joined together to make it mean
something different. This category involves a form of abstraction to a higher level.
5th Category: In some cases memes found in the data had substantial new dimensions
that differentiated them from extensions. The test of whether an exchange could be
classified as an extension or a ‘new dimension’ is that, if one takes the meme as a standalone, would it be obvious is was part of the previous discourse. Substantial doubts
that it is not, result in the meme being classified as a new dimension. The relation
between them is, therefore, one of highly imperfect copying and variation creation of
an innovative kind.
Control example (Gun policy)
Meme:
I have the information everyone here needs to report this site as spam to the hosts.
The sender was stupid enough to use his actual account to send it. Anyway, ajcongress-ne.org exchange under in some groups as psego@usa.net. Anyway the addresses
below are to report the spammer. Please keep reading to report the SITE hosted in the
spam, guncontrol.homepage.com By the way, this spam was exchanged to HUNDREDs
of USENET newsgroups, so make sure you mention that in your complaints. The
host of the spam site: hostmaster@RAPIDSITE>NET, abuse@rapidsite.et,
buse@nameservers.netAbuse@verio.net
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Following meme:
To me, the real value of the internet is that it can be used to promote the dissemination of ideas, a function necessary to maintain and improve a democracy, not to sell
more GAP clothes and make dot.com investors get rich.
In this exchange a lot of variation creation happens in that the role of the Internet
in promoting a democracy of ideas is processed into the Internet being used for commercial ends, moving the discussion on substantially from reporting spam and taking
it into the realms of the freedom of information. Freedom of information dominated
content from there on.
6th Category: In some exchanges memes are found that are ‘misinterpretations’ of
the previous meme. In some exchanges the mis-interpretation is deliberate involving
a play on words, in other cases this category of replication involves an unintended
mistake. The relation between them is, therefore, one of highly imperfect copying and
variation creation that is accidentally highly innovative.
Control example (Mars)
Examples of both deliberate and unintended misinterpretations are provided below.
Meme:
1 foot = 12 inches; 1 yard = 3 feet = 36 in; 1 chain = 22 yrd = 66 ft = 2376 in;
1 furlong = 10 ch = 220 yds = 660 ft = 23760 in; 1 mile = 8 frlg = 1760 yrd = 5280
ft = 190080 in; Interesting system, really.
Or, like Mr. ‘Four Weddings’ would say: ‘Excellent!’
Following meme:
Interesting propagation of a numerical input error :-); 66 ft = 786 in, etc. . .
Note—‘etc’ is actually what was written and is not an editorial abbreviation. In this
case an intended play on words is used to create a misinterpretation of the word
!
!!
‘interesting’ to reveal a factual mistake (66 actually equals 792 ). An example of an
unintended misinterpretation is given below:
Meme (religion):
You’re a Winnipegger!?!? I am sooooooooo embarrassed …
People …. This nut is NOT representative of the people you’ll find in the Peg.
This meme has no place in this chat room and is in fact the result of someone replying
to the wrong chat room yet the lineage continues for five exchanges.
7th Category: Lastly there is the category of ‘no retention’ of the meme, it never being
replicated in the whole population. Irrespective of what other category it fell it to, was
it variation that was never repeated again? The knowledge is therefore lost from the
data-set and hence the knowledge pool the discourse represents. This is a special case
of variation creation in that it is not a matter of degree of copying but a matter of an
absence of copying. It is the ultimate in the creation of variation on the one hand but
one the other it is destroyed by not being retained.
3.4 Inter-coder reliability
As the examples of memes show, it is not easy to determine when enough words
have been said for the sequence of words to have unique so-called ‘stand-alone
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meaning’, taking into consideration what might reasonably be considered as meaningful in the context under study. For example, managerial jargon such as ‘Gate 2’ could
be considered as a meme in itself (especially outside of the context of New Product
Development). The emoticon ‘:)’ outside of those familiar with such new ICT based
meaning (which included a reviewer) has no meaning unless perhaps represented
as ☺. Equally for some, amounts of money, such as ‘2 K’, are socially constructed
terms and in this case less meaningful outside the British culture in which these data
were collected.
Given the various possibilities of interpretive ambiguity and possible wishful thinking, a second coder independently coded a significant amount of the data. Replicative
coding of both raw data into memes and memes into categories of variation took
place to assess whether the coding was reliable and to determine what rules made it
more reliable. Again all second coding is available in the form of an audit trail from
transcripts to meme identification to categorization.
The second coder was familiar with the context of innovation because she had spent
much time taking the minutes of such meetings within similar companies in the UK.
Data to be second coded were chosen at random from the 3 cases. In total, 208 data
points made up of 104 memes and 104 categorizations were coded. Practice by both
the first and second coder and coder inter-reliability analysis reduced interpretation
discrepancies from 48% to 5% of the data. Coder discussions included either the generation of a rule both coders understood and produced no discrepancy when applied,
or discussion that resulted in the choice of the coding opted for by one or the other
coder, or a discrepancy remained.
Methodological problems discerned during second coding included defining better
what is to be counted as content. For example a ‘yes’ statement of agreement carries
the content of the previous statement and is a stand-alone meme. Another example
involves considering all content including humor to be memetic. Conflicting interpretations of the content in this context reveals how important it is to find coders
knowledgeable and used to the chosen setting for data collection. Implicit meaning
initially was not coded by the second reader. Working at different levels of detail initially caused discrepancies in number of memes found. Discrepancies in categorization
were also discovered but were easy to resolve.
Interestingly, geneticists are still not sure where one gene ends and another begins and hence how many genes there are in the human genome, although they are
ever more certain that loci of high variation create the most useful genetic insights
(International HapMap Consortium 2005). Indeed, it is argued that it is the variation
between genes that counts more than arriving at a definitive number (Gibbs 2005).
Research on genetic variation is nearing completion (Goldstein and Cavalleri 2005).
This recent emphasis in genetics gives credence to methods reported for analyzing
memes, where identification of memes is a means to an end (insights into variation
creation), rather than insights in and of themselves.
To conclude, Shepherd’s previous experience working in genetics served as an
inspiration and a source of ideas for the methods described here; they augmented
established sociological techniques such as content analysis and grounded theory.
Even so, theorizing from process data is messy and involves:
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• Finding a balance between concluding that everything is complex versus generating
normative laws;
• Moving between theory and data at the same time as sense making; and
• Features uncodifiable moments of inspiration (Langley 1999).
This research is no exception.
4 Results
We now analyze the data to see whether it produced any meme variation findings that
could be considered coherent, recognizing that the process for accurately identifying
memetic variation patterns is nascent. We do not take coherence, per se, as a guarantee
that memes have been accurately identified. Instead, coherence here is best interpreted
as suggesting that further investigations of the same kind are worth pursuing. Coherence in this study is defined to occur if results are in line with predictions, such as:
Do the management meetings show levels of variation aligned with the expectation of
innovation? Does the more subjective case of ‘Why fear God?’ show more variation
than the scientifically objective Mars case, as it should? Does the spam within the
Gun Policy case reduce variation? Do the Internet cases show more variation than the
discussions in the Portfolio Committee, as expected?
Results are presented in ways that highlight differences and similarities between
the cases. Fig. 1 presents the data in a way that places the categories in order of how
much variation they add, per setting and per case. Thus, the data are provided in the
order of repeat, emphasis, extension, combination, new dimension, misinterpretation,
and no retention. This graph is designed to reveal whether there are any similarities
and differences among and within settings as to how much variation is added. Fig. 2
is organized to show the most-to-least popular categories so as to reveal whether there
is any similarity within and between the settings as to which category is more or less
present. This is necessary because different mixtures of categories could still add the
same amount of variation.
Our results indicate what we expected, given our rationale for choosing these settings and these particular cases in the first place—as explained in the Method section.
First, our graphs reveal that every case has a unique amount of each category. As
in genetics, each case has a unique memetic fingerprint. So, when viewed at a sufficiently micro level, organizing is memetically unique. This said, comparisons within
and between settings could still show more or less similarity among fingerprints.
Second, taking a broad view, Fig. 1 shows that, on average, the cases in the management setting exhibit smaller amounts of variation production than the Internet setting.
The former have distributions that are skewed to the left-hand side and hence towards
categories that do not add much if any variation, such as repeat and emphasis. The
control settings have distributions skewed more to the right and hence towards new
dimension, misinterpretation, and no retention.
Third, looking at the cases within the settings, Project exhibits the lowest amount of
variation creation, with a very strong showing in the emphasis category and few new
dimensions. Off Agenda, in comparison, has a greater number of repeats but fewer
emphasis memes and more new dimensions. Internal has fewer emphasis memes but
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still a decent number of repeats, but again an even higher number of new dimension
memes. This is as expected; Project should contain less variation than innovationdriven Internal. Equally, Off Agenda ought to have more variation than Project but
less than Internal, as it is not a conversation directed towards a goal as is Project; but it
does end up being somewhat comparable since a project is the major item discussed.
Mars looks most like the management settings, having less variation added than
the Gun Policy and Religion cases but as much, if not more, than any management
setting. This is as predicted; Mars is a largely rational conversation mostly between a
small number of scientists about whether something is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. Above all,
the amount of the category emphasis is far more typical of the management setting
than the remaining two cases of the control setting. Gun Policy is high added variation
especially in the no retention category; but overall, however, the amount of variation
added is countered by a large number of repeats. Again this is as predicted, given this
chat room contains a lot of spam but the discussion is amongst many people and is
full of many different views. Religion contains the most overall variation, with more
new dimensions not countered by a large component of repeats. Again this is also
as predicted; the people are numerous and diverse, there is no spam and the topic is
subjective.
The potential insight here is that the nature of the management setting—a small
number of people all with very similar (scientific) backgrounds, who have worked
together for a long time, meeting face to face—create less new knowledge than many
more people meeting for the first time virtually, especially if they are working within
Netiquette and are talking about something in a less than factual, scientific way. Banning spam or adhering to brainstorming rules increases variation production. Virtuality,
as seen in the cohesive Mars case, does not, per se, increase variety creation. The foregoing differences demonstrate that memetic method appears to be accurate enough to
pick up more subtle (within case) differences.
Figure 2 arranges the same data into a format of most prevalent category first, second most prevalent second etc, using the management setting as the starting point,
thereby allowing it to be viewed from a different angle. In the management setting,
the most popular category in all three cases is emphasis and the second most popular
category in all three cases is repeat (except in Project where this category is third).
The third most popular is no retention (except in Project where it is second). In all
cases, the fourth most popular is new dimension, the fifth extension and the sixth most
popular is combination. Misinterpretation is the least popular category, indeed none
occur in any management cases, of which more later. In the Internet setting emphasis is
most popular in Mars, fourth in Religion and fourth in Gun Policy. Repeat is third most
popular in Mars, fourth in Religion and third in Gun Policy. No retention is third in
Mars, first in religion, and first in Gun Policy. New dimension is second in Mars, third
in Religion and fourth in Gun Policy. Extension is fourth in Mars, second in Religion
and second in Gun Policy. Combination is absent in all three and misinterpretation is
present in all three in equal amounts.
Figure 2 actually emphasizes findings in Fig. 1. Thus, the case, Mars, is similar to
the management setting, whereas Gun Policy and Religion are more similar to each
other. Gun Policy’s variation pattern appears different because of the high number of
repeats, whereas Religion is a more ‘pure’ high variation pattern.
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Table 4 Categories of variation
Category

Sub-category

Nature of copying

Variation

Management (M)
Internet Control (C)?

Repeat

Knowledge
repeated
Added detail

Near perfect or
perfect sharing
Medium,
imperfect
sharing
Medium,
imperfect
sharing
Both imperfect &
perfect at the
same time

None

M&C

Moderate

M&C

Moderate

M&C

Moderate-to-High

M

Low, imperfect
sharing medium
change

High

M&C

Very low,
imperfect
sharing
Zero sharing

Very high
/disjointed

C

Variation reduced

M&C

Emphasis
Extension

Additional
knowledge

Combination

Two pieces of
knowledge are
connected in
some way
Content is related
to previous but
is all new
content
New content does
not resemble
previous content
No replication of
knowledge

New dimension

Mis-interpretation
No retention

Fourth, looking at which categories of memetic variation (akin to genetic mutation or recombination) are found in each setting, differences are found between them.
Table 4 summarizes the detail of categorizations of how memes vary, adding in what
settings the category is found. Categories repeat, emphasis, extension, new dimension
and no retention are found in both settings. Misinterpretation is not found in the management setting whereas combination is not found in the Internet setting. Combination,
in the sense of taking a so-called helicopter view, appears to be (more of) a managerial
way of adding variation and is arguably a rare strategic skill. As regards misinterpretations, groups of people well versed in exchanges among themselves rarely make the
‘mistake’ of misinterpretation (management setting) but arguably miss out on highly
innovative variation production as a consequence.
This management team, a long established one, appears unable to adapt their variation-creation patterns effectively to different tasks. Whether they are being innovative
(Internal) or exchanging knowledge to come to an agreement (Project) or having an
Off Agenda conversation, they add similar amounts of variation in a very similar way.
They are trapped in a type of memetic evolution which is characteristic of scientists
solving rational problems in a stable physical world (remember, also, that they were
a government organization before going private). As such, their memetic evolution is
not as varied as it could be; it is clearly less than that of the control setting and the
type of setting they are thinking of migrating to. Virtuality might help, but probably
not because virtuality per se (albeit this might be responsible for the misinterpretation
category), but because virtuality allows a greater number of people—usually with
more diversity—to contribute to the coevolutionary process.
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5 Conclusion
Our research makes several significant, novel contributions:
1. It develops a method to empirically identify and evaluate memes and memetic
variation.
2. Using a way of accessing variation creation, it shows quantitative and qualitative
differences in variation creation between and within two different settings: Project
Management and Internet.
3. It applies this method in a fashion that starts the process of assessing the reliability of the method by comparing two settings and three cases within each of these
contrasting settings:
a. As predicted, our memetic analysis shows that—in a firm thinking it was not behaving very innovatively—the key ‘Portfolio Management Committee’ is, in fact, not
showing much memetic variation; and
b. Our (high variation) control settings of Internet chat rooms, indeed, show high
memetic variation.
We propose that, should our work be replicated, such insights have implications in
terms of allowing managers to see quickly whether they have adaptive organizational
capability (Burgelman 2002). The ability to assess adaptive organizational capability early in the variation-selection-retention process has to be advantageous in times
where the environment changes ever faster.
Inevitably, limitations prevail in research such as ours. We aim at empirically identifying memes and the way in which they vary in organizations. It is a minimal test of
organizational variation; the method needs to be repeated in other contexts to further
develop and test its validity. Currently, creating and working with memetic data-sets is
time consuming, messy, subjective, and fraught with theoretical controversy (Aunger
2000). A complimentary research strategy is to look for entrenched internal selection-retention patterns in all data over short time periods that might stop variation
from thriving. Others might interpret the work of Weeks and Galunic, or Dawkins, or
Dennett in very different ways.
Irrespective of these limitations, if the field of evolutionary organizational research
is to move forward, empirical memetic work needs to be conducted so as to combine
studies of coevolving micro and macro evolutionary dynamics into a comprehensive,
unified field, as has already happened in biology with the reconciliation of the ultraDarwinist ‘selfish gene’ school (Dawkins 1976; Maynard Smith 1993) with that of the
paleontologists (Stanley 1979; Eldredge 1995; Gould 2002). In the sense that ‘firms
have us’ as much as ‘we have them’ (Weeks and Galunic 2003), our paper shows how
every exchange between managers creates (or does not create) variation that cumulatively makes up the cultural milieu of organizing. There has to be a link between the
very micro and macro outcomes and that link as to be worth investigating and must
be investigated empirically.
Compared to macro evolutionary research, micro evolutionary—memetic—
organizational research has not seen anywhere near commensurate empirical progress.
Yet, as in genetics, it holds great theoretical promise, as it does not assume intrinsic
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efficiency (Weeks and Galunic 2003) and considers the organization to coevolve with
its environment (Lewin and Volberda 2003). Our research makes use of microstate
adaptations over time (McKelvey 1997) interpreted in the form of memes that vary to
different degrees in different ways and are selectively retained (Shepherd 2002).
How memes vary on an everyday basis is not controllable, both because so many
memes vary even in short periods of time and because we cannot control how we interpret another person’s meaning and hence what variation is created. Previous empirical
work looks at how selection-retention forces can be more or less aligned, and with
what consequent effects on performance. Selection can, nevertheless, only work on
variation and so, if there is insufficient variation, selection will be ineffective however it operates (Kauffman 1993). Our research, therefore, looks at whether a better
understanding of variation-creation dynamics can be created to make the process more
manageable.
Even though Dawkins invented ‘memes’ in 1976 as a parallel concept to genes, and
even though memetic theory has since developed in the social sciences, the ‘selfish
meme’ type of move to micro evolutionary organizational analysis has not occurred in
organization theory. Consequently, the kind of empiricism that combines micro/macro
evolutionary analysis into a single comprehensive perspective is not much evident in
organizational evolutionary research (McKelvey 1997; Lewin and Volberda 2003) or
generally in organizational research (Hitt et al. 2007). Ours is a tentative first empirical
move in organizational research toward the micro/macro resolution we see in biology.
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